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New Day 

1. Score Base at 5 ½”, fold & Burnish. 

2. Take Card front with Moon/stars cut to 5 ½” x 4 ¼” and score @ ¼”, 1 ¾”, 5 ¼”. Pop out all the stars and moon 

and set aside. 

3. Adhere the first score line in step #2 at the 1 ¾” of the Basic Black (not on the inside, but on the back of the front 

of card), then lay flap with the last score facing up with Liquid Glue on it, and slowly close the card to catch the 

flap. 

4. Stamp Basic White insert with sentiment in Memento Black. Adhere to inside, as shown. 

5. Die cut the stars from Silver Foil, and adhere one  to the shooting star by placing 2 glue dots under it to give it a 

little height. Then place three more on side flap inside on left side. 

6. Take about 14” of the ribbon and wrap around the middle and tie in front towards bottom right. 

7. Adhere back side of Moon that was popped out and set aside, to front of card. Add some stars as shown, and 

finally pop up a cloud to go over bottom of Moon with Dimensionals. 

8. Stamp sentiment with NEW In Color Tahitian Tide on White strip, then flag right edge. Go over with Bone Folder 

to make pliable. Place glue dots at left edge, and two sets of Mini Dimensionals to mid back so they are on top 

of each other to give height, and one glue dot to flag, but not at end so the end can wave. 

9. Add Bling from kit onto tag and add Rhinestones to front as desired.  Add a Tealight for inside if desired! 

10. I would like to thank Rachel Tessman for this design, I changed it up a bit, but it’s mostly hers!  

Supplies 

Stamps: Paper Pumpkin April 2022: 

Change is Beautiful 

Inks: Memento Tuxedo Black, Tahitian Sky 

Paper: Basic Black 4 ¼” x 11” 

Basic White 3 ½” x 4 1/8”, ¾” x 2” 

Silver Foil scrap for stars 

2022-2024 In Color 6” x 6” Glimmer Paper  

3 3/8” x 4 1/8”, 1 3/8” x 4 1/8”  

Embellishments: Iridescent Rhinestones, 

1/8” Metallic Woven Ribbon – Tahitian Tide 

Tools: Give it a Whirl Dies 


